CREATING
THE
FUTURE
OF
MOBILITY

#GET
FUTURE
READY

We understand
that vans are
the lifeblood of
your business….

As long as they’re moving
forward – so will your business.
Our dedicated LCV consultants will work with you, taking
the time to understand your business and develop a mobility
strategy that works. With our innovative products, technology
and award-winning services, we have the tools and expertise
to keep your business moving.
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What we offer.
With a growing emphasis on clean air and

Vehicle
Funding

Understanding the
mobility landscape

Guidance
& Support

Award-winning
products

Together we’ll create

Ultra-Low Emission Zone

Fleet policy reviews and best

Stay connected to your fleet,

bespoke solutions for your

impact analysis

practice guidance

any time, anywhere with our

We help you plan for today and

Duty of care

new legislation tackling air quality targets,
your LCV fleet needs to adapt.
No matter your industry, we’ve got you
covered. From providing outsourced
arrangements to multi-vehicle supply
schemes; we’ll help you get the right vehicles
on the road, no matter the size of your fleet.
Whether you’re looking to reduce costs, find
the right size van, minimise LCV downtime,
or just need advice about how new

business

ProFleet Telematics

A wide range of funding

the future with modelling

(Licence checks, online

Access short term van hire with

options - inclusive of

Total Cost of Ownership

assessments & driver training)

ALD Pool Fleet

conversions
Bespoke analysis around

A dedicated account manager,

Improve efficiency with our

A national network of

infrastructure and Alternative

no matter the size of your fleet

powerful fleet management tool

approved LCV conversion

Fuel Vehicles (AFV)

- threesixty

specialists and dealers
Advice around legislation and
vehicle compliance
“State of the Nation” review

legislation will affect your fleet, we’re ready to
support you.
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A tailored
fleet of LCVs
that are an
exact fit for
your business.

Instantly get access to a vast amount of
commercial vehicle data using our unique
LCV selection tool. We’ll guide you through
our commercial vehicle database, obtained
directly from manufacturers, to help you
select the vehicles that are right for your
requirements and budget. What’s more,
using Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) analysis,
we’ll refine further to produce a tailored fleet
of commercial vehicles that are an exact fit
for your business.
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Conversions
built to the
very highest
standards.

First impressions are everything. Together we’ll
guarantee your LCV conversions represent your
business, the way you see it. From basic racking
through to complex bespoke conversions.
Our network of specialist partners ensures all
conversions are built to the highest standards.
And, we’ll keep you updated on the progress,
every step of the way.
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Together we
work with you
to get the right
vans on the
road, and keep
them there.

Russ
Boulton

Matthew
Dale

LCV Consultant

Head of Consultantcy

russ.boulton@aldautomotive.com

matt.dale@aldautomotive.com

Sarah
Gray

Mark
Evans

Fleet Consultant

Fleet Consultant

sarah.gray@aldautomotive.com

mark.evans@aldautomotive.com
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ALD AUTOMOTIVE
Mobility is changing. Autonomous vehicles and connected travel
might seem a little way off, but the future is just around the
corner. And, with technology making the world smaller, we are
committed to helping you explore it. From corporate fleets to
individual ownership and shared usage we are helping 1.6 million
people worldwide embrace a new way to travel. We are here to
make your journey as exciting as your destination.

Any questions? We’re here to help.
0370 00 111 81*
contactus@aldautomotive.com
www.aldautomotive.co.uk

CEC. CUSTOMER EXCELLENCE CENTRE
Oakwood Drive, Emersons Green, Bristol, BS16 7LB
IDC. INNOVATION DEVELOPMENT CENTRE
Harlequin Office Park, Emersons Green, Bristol BS16 7FN
TEL +44(0) 370 00 111 81*
ukinfo@aldautomotive.com
www.aldautomotive.co.uk
*Landline and mobile phone calls to numbers beginning 03, cost
the same as a call to a standard “01” or “02” landline number. These
calls will be included in any inclusive or free minutes you may have.
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